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speaking of mics, with this eastwest quantum leap hollywood woodwinds diamond
edition, you get a lot of flexibility when it comes to how you want your instruments to

sound with a mic. in fact, you can control up to five mic positions to enhance your
orchestrations. go ahead and set up your primary, mid, near, surround, and secondary
room mics to suit your ear. you can also experiment with articulation after the fact to

get the right idea of the score. read more publisher: east west website:
www.soundsonline.com/hollywood-basses format: soundbank quality: 24 bit 44.1 khz

stereo description: the hollywood basses diamond edition is a collection of 70 amazing
orchestral orchestral strings that covers a wide range of string instruments, from the

violin and viola to the violoncello and double bass. impor read more publisher: east west
website: www.soundsonline.com/hollywood-rhythm-guitars format: soundbank quality:

24 bit 44.1 khz stereo description: hollywood rhythm guitars is the perfect way to
produce a mix of styles, genres, and moods. with the hollywood rhythm guitars diamond

edition, youll have more than 500 guitars at your disposal. the instrument library
consists of over 300 drum styles and over 300 guitar styles. each style comes with a

variety of expression presets and read more publisher: east west website:
www.soundsonline.com/hollywood-percussion format: soundbank quality: 24 bit 44.1 khz
stereo description: the hollywood percussion diamond edition is the perfect way to bring

your musical ideas to life. it has over 600 percussion instruments that cover a wide
range of styles, genres, and moods. with over 300 drum kits and over 300 orchestral
percussion instruments, this library is packed with the best instrumentation. the main

read more
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Unlike most of the other software instruments in our catalog, Hollywood Strings uses an
all-electronic process. Hollywood Strings, like Pro Loops and Pro Instruments, was

conceived as a sequel to the popular Pro.3 Chord and Simple Chords Pro instruments
from Loopmasters, and is also one of the first products to be released by Loopmasters

so if you're new to their market, this is a very good place to start. The files are fully
organized and tagged with some useful information, and they can be loaded into most

any music production DAW that supports virtual instruments. Due to the nature of the all-
electronic process, loops can be edited in a multitude of ways, and Hollywood Strings is

no different. Designed to be a true orchestral synthesizer, Hollywood Strings was
produced by Sound Of Music Ltd, who regularly produce some of the world's best

orchestral music. As well as a large library of strings and woodwinds there is also brass,
percussion, synth and a full complement of electronic instruments including pianos,

organs, harps, guitars and a host of effects. Several genres are covered including swing,
jazz, piano and romantic styles, baroque and classical. Included with Hollywood Strings
are 30 great samples from the Strings category. Any presets you load or create have

unlimited polyphony and can be edited for extreme creative control. You can also output
MIDI files from your string patches in a MIDI out playlist, which are perfect for matching

other MIDI instruments. Simply drag and drop any configured MIDI note from the
Hollywood Strings software into your DAW. Hollywood Strings can take high quality MIDI

files and create a virtual instruments from them. Once you have created a virtual
instrument, edit it and add effects to make a brilliant string orchestra, and import your

bank of MIDI files from loops, for some amazing performances. 5ec8ef588b
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